From: Richard Keegan [mailto:richard.keegan@addisonslawyers.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 19 July 2016 6:00 PM
To: 'shanedowling@outlook.com.au' <shanedowling@outlook.com.au>
Cc: Martin O'Connor <Martin.OConnor@addisonslawyers.com.au>
Subject: RE: Channel 7 journalist Rodney Lohse sexually harassed Amy Taeuber. Seven's News
Director Graham Archer covered it up.
Dear Mr Dowling
I refer to your email below which has been referred to me for reply.
Neither Seven, its directors or lawyers intend to respond to misinformed and ill-judged allegations. We
reject the suggestion of any improper conduct and suggest you refrain from doing otherwise. As a
matter of fairness, you are suggesting people are involved in a matter or investigation who are simply
not so involved.
Finally, which lawyers the Seven Network takes advice from is confidential and privileged and a
matter solely for them.
Regards
Richard Keegan | Special Counsel
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Important: This email and the attachments are confidential and subject to copyright. They may be subject to legal
professional privilege. If you receive this email by mistake, please immediately advise the sender by return email
and then delete this email and destroy all printed copies.

From: SHANE DOWLING <shanedowling@outlook.com.au>
Sent: Sunday, 17 July 2016 21:16
To: McWilliam, Bruce; Parker, Tony; kstokes@seven.com.au; Stokes, Ryan (Seven);
smcgregor@gtlaw.com.au
Subject: Channel 7 journalist Rodney Lohse sexually harassed Amy Taeuber. Seven's News Director
Graham Archer covered it up.

Dear Mr McWilliam, Mr Parker, Mr Kerry Stokes, Mr Ryan Stokes and Ms McGregor
I have further information in regards to the sexual harassment cover-up by Channel
7 in Adelaide. Please answer the following questions.
1. Can you confirm that Amy Taeuber made a sexual harassment complaint
about Rodney Lohse to Graham Archer?
2. Can you confirm that Graham Archer was the decision maker in deciding to
sack Amy Taeuber last week or was the decision taken higher up at Seven?
3. Can you please name the lawyers that were advising Channel Seven on the
Taeuber’s constructive dismissal and termination or was this decided by
Channel Seven management without legal advice?

I would send this email you your lawyers but they don’t respond anymore as per the
last email I sent to Addisons Lawyer Richard Keegan which is attached for your
reference. I find that odd as I sent it to most of the firm as well and when I sent
letters to the directors of Seven West Media and Seven Group Holdings Richard
Keegan emailed me saying not to contact the directors again and email him any
correspondence as per the attached email. Maybe Richard Keegan has a drug or
alcohol problem?
The positive is that Richard Keegan confirmed that the directors did get the letters
and are therefore aware of the corruption going on at Seven but have done nothing.
I plan on publishing either late Monday or Tuesday Night so can you please respond
ASAP as I may have follow-up questions?
Regards
Shane Dowling
Kangaroo Court of Australia
Ph 0411 238 704
Important Notice
This message and its attachments are confidential and may contain information which is
protected by copyright. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the
authorised recipient (or responsible for delivery of the message to the authorised recipient),
you must not use, disclose, print, copy or deliver this message or its attachments to
anyone. If you receive this email in error, please contact the sender immediately and
permanently delete this message and its attachments from your system.
Any content of this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business
of Seven West Media Limited or its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or
endorsed by any of them.
No representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect or that the
contents express views other than those of the sender.
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